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Disclaimers 

Max Planck Institute

for Chemical Physics of Solids

Hydrodynamics is a very broad field relating conserved quantities with 

‘hydrodynamic coefficients’.

My remit here is much narrower, and concerns momentum conservation, the 

associated shear viscosity and experimental efforts to observe its 

consequences in real solids, which have so far been restricted to Fermi liquids.

I will frequently use the broad term ‘electron hydrodynamics’ to refer to this 

more restricted topic.

The observability of shear viscosity can be described in terms of either time 

scales or length scales.  Here I will generally use length scales. 



Experiment observing hydrodynamic Wiedemann-Franz law violation in graphene:                                
J. Crossno, J. K. Shi, K. Wang, X. Liu, A. Harzheim, A. Lucas, S. Sachdev, P. Kim, 
T. Taniguchi, K. Watanabe, T. A. Ohki & K. C. Fong, Science 351, 1058 (2016)

Thermal conductivity hydrodynamic signatures in graphene

Comprehensive review of graphene hydrodynamic theory and experiment:                                
A. Lucas & K. C. Fong, J. Phys. Cond. Matt. 30, 053001 (2018)

NB:  this experiment is 
done in a different 
regime to those that I 
will concentrate on 
here, at extremely low 
densities near the 
charge neutrality 
point 
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What happens when we drive a classical incompressible fluid through a ‘2D 

pipe’ by applying a pressure gradient along x? 

Fluid flow through an empty 2D channel

x

y

Fluid velocity is greater in 

the middle of the channel 

than at the edges

The only transfer of 

momentum to the outside 

world is at the edges

We parameterise the strength of the coupling of the fluid to itself along y with 

the shear viscosity, η.

Often this is quoted as a kinematic viscosity ηK = η/ρ where ρ is the density.



Fluid flow through an empty 2D channel

• Mean free path lMC is for scattering of the fluid particles from each other.  
These events conserve the overall fluid momentum.

• Only momentum-relaxing collisions are with the outside world, i.e. at the 
walls of the channel.  

• Most appropriate theory is based on hydrodynamics, e.g. on the Navier-
Stokes equations

lMC W

• For longer lMC the particles find the walls more efficiently so the rate of 
momentum relaxation goes up.

• The same applies to all transverse coupling so η is proportional to lMC. A 
‘pure’ particle fluid with a low internal scattering rate is a viscous one!



This is non-intuitive at first sight – the ‘better’ the fluid (lower scattering) the 
more viscous it becomes!  

What about a quantum fluid?  Consider 3He

It is a very real effect though – it dictates the low temperature limit of dilution 
fridge operation.

Y. Huang, Q. Yu, Q. 
Chen & R. Wang, 
Cryogenics 52, 538
(2012)

Fermi liquid so

lMC ~ T-2

η ~ vFlMC



R.N. Gurzhi, JETP 44, 771 (1963)

Theoretical prediction that viscous effects might be 
observable in ultra-pure metals

Electron-phonon 
scattering not 
present in 3He

Phonon 
scattering dies 
out and shear 
viscosity effects 
take over

Width of the 
wire becomes 
the smallest 
length scale in 
the problem



• Unlike the fluid in the empty tube, electrons in solids have many ways of 
making collisions in the bulk that relax the momentum to the solid.

Why is electron hydrodynamics a challenge?  Electrons flowing in a 
standard solid are far from the hydrodynamic regime

W

• Internal momentum relaxation must always be carefully considered when 
thinking of real electrons in real solids.
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For illustration, use two dimensions:

Reminder of scattering processes in solids

To give resistivity, you must relax the total 
momentum of the conduction electrons.

Which microscopic scattering processes do this?

ki, ei

kf , ei

electron
Static 
impurity 
atom or 
defect

Always momentum relaxing

Electron-impurity scattering
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For illustration, use two dimensions:

Reminder of scattering processes in solids

ki, ei

kf , ef q, hw

phonon

electron

To give resistivity, you must relax the total 
momentum of the conduction electrons.

Which microscopic scattering processes do this?

‘Normal’ electron-phonon scattering

Almost always momentum relaxing



ky

kx

dk

For illustration, use two dimensions:

Reminder of scattering processes in solids

To give resistivity, you must relax the total 
momentum of the conduction electrons.

Which microscopic scattering processes do this?

‘Normal’ electron-electron scattering

Momentum-conserving: individual 
electrons change momentum but 
the overall assembly of electrons 
conserves that momentum.

ki1, ei1

kf1 , ef1

ki2, ei2

kf2 , ef2



A striking example of the difference between crystal momentum and 
‘real’ momentum:  Umklapp processes.

Scattering circle 
with radius q from
point k.  In free 
electron case, only
two allowed k’.

But in a solid, can go to 
repeated
zone scheme.  Two 
extra allowed k’.

Electron-phonon and electron-electron Umklapp processes, if allowed, always relax 
momentum



lMC << W << lMRlMR << lMC << W

Standard theory applies;
R is determined entirely by solid 
resistivity ρ and usual geometrical 
factors.  

Hydrodynamic theory applies;  R is 
determined entirely by fluid viscosity 
η, boundary scattering and ‘Navier-
Stokes’ geometrical factors 

In designing or interpreting electron hydrodynamic experiments 
one must always bear in mind a hierarchy of length scales 

In solids, hydrodynamic effects can be parameterised in terms of the relationship 
between the three length scales lMR, lMC and sample dimension (here W).

lMR W
lMC

‘Ohmic’ or ‘diffusive’ regime ‘Poiseuille’ or ‘Gurzhi’ regime

Also of considerable relevance (mainly lecture II) the ‘Knudsen’ or ‘ballistic’ regime 
in which lMC, lMR << W



The electron fluid can usually relax its momentum very efficiently in the bulk of 
the material.

The boundaries are therefore more or less irrelevant, so viscous contributions 
are more or less irrelevant as well.

Starting strategy: look for incredibly pure materials – the 0.000001%

The ‘silent killer’ of electron hydrodynamics – impurity scattering

Velocity 
profile: 
standard 
metal with 
internal 
momentum 
relaxing 
scattering 
dominant 

Velocity 
profile: 
hydrodynamic 
metal with 
internal 
momentum 
conserving 
scattering 
dominant 



First try in the 1980s – high purity potassium wires

‘Negative temperature derivative of 
resistivity in thin potassium wires: the 
Gurzi effect?’

Z.-Z. Yu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 368 
(1984)
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However…

Fundamental upper bound on 
momentum-conserving electron-
electron scattering rate in a Fermi 
liquid:

For potassium TF = 25000 K so at 0.5 K, 
lee ~ 1 m!



The early 1990s – availability of ultra-high mobility 2DEGs

Achieving the hydrodynamic condition lMC << W << lMR is not easy.  In fact it took 
30 years.  

Semiconductor 2DEGs are ideal:

Small kF so no e-e Umklapp.

Possibility of working with non-
degenerate electron gases so 
quite small lMC

Hetero-doping allows very low 
impurity scattering.

Possibility of suppressing e-ph
scattering.

large lMR

M. Dyakonov and M. Shur, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 2465 (1993)

Successful hydrodynamic prediction of now widely observed THz plasma oscillations 
and other effects. 

E. Chou, H.P. Wei, S.M. Girvin and M. Shayegan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 1143 (1996)

Flow experiments on width-restricted 2DEG channels – see Molenkamp lectures

L.W. Molenkamp & M.J.M de Jong , Phys. Rev. B 49, 5038 (1994)

M.J.M de Jong & L.W. Molenkamp, Phys. Rev. B 51, 13389 (1995)



The modern era of electron hydrodynamic experiments

Return to the minimum starting requirement – extremely pure materials 

Three new candidate systems attracted attention: graphene, delafossites and  
so-called Weyl semimetals, all of which have lMR of tens of microns at low T

Concentrating on flow experiments, the procedure followed has typically involved:

Perform 
transport 

measurement 

Fit to 
hydrodynamic 

theory

Declare success 
and bask in glory

Implicit assumptions 
about boundary 
conditions  

Self-consistency 
checks on fitted 
parameters



Theoretical predictions of relevance to experimental searches I

Flow through constricted width channels from the ohmic to the hydrodynamic limits

P.J.W. Moll, P. Kushwaha, N. Nandi, B. Schmidt and APM, Science 351, 1061 (2016)

Wide range of parameter 
space for which the 
hydrodynamic flow 
resistance is lower than 
the ballistic one!



Theoretical predictions of relevance to experimental searches II 

Current vorticity or effects of non-
local hydrodynamic transport

Adding a fourth length scale to the 
problem, rc = hkF/eB and studying 
magnetotransport.

L. Levitov & G. Falkovich, Nat. Phys. 
12, 672 (2016)

F.M.D. Pellegrino, I. Torre, A.K. Geim
and M. Polini, Phys. Rev. B 94, 
155414 (2016)

P.S. Alekseev, Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 
166601 (2016) 

T. Scaffidi, N. Nandi, B. Schmidt, 
APM and J.E. Moore, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
118, 226601 (2017)



n2D (cm-2) TF (K) kF (Å-1) vF (ms-1) lee@10K        lee@50K      lee@100K
(μm) (μm) (μm) 

Potassium  25000 0.75 8.6 x 105 3100 124 31

2DEG 2.5 x 1011 50 0.013 1 x 105         1.5 ~0.1 ~0.01

Graphene 5 x 1011     700 0.018 1 x 106 78                   5               1.7

WP2 3000 ~0.25 ~2.6 x 105 370                 15              3.7

PdCoO2 1.5 x 1015 27000      0.95         7.5 x 105       1220 61 17

Role of electron-electron scattering in electronic viscosity experiments
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G.F. Giuliani and J.J. Quinn, Phys. Rev. B 26, 4421 (1982).

(3D) (2D)

Recall phase space restriction on electron-electron scattering in a Fermi liquid (an 
upper bound on the sum of normal and Umklapp e-e processes):



Signatures of viscous current vortices observed in graphene

D. A. Bandurin, I. Torre, R. Krishna Kumar, M. Ben Shalom, A. Tomadin, A. Principi, 
G. H. Auton, E. Khestanova, K. S. Novoselov, I. V. Grigorieva, L. A. Ponomarenko, 
A. K. Geim, M. Polini, Science 351, 1055 (2016)

Follow-up (slight revision):  D.A. Bandurin et al., Nature Comms 9, 4533 (2018)



R. Krishna-Kumar, D. A. Bandurin, F. M. D. Pellegrino, Y. Cao, A. Principi, H. Guo,
G. H. Auton, M. Ben Shalom, L. A. Ponomarenko, G. Falkovich, K.Watanabe, T. Taniguchi,
I. V. Grigorieva, L. S. Levitov, M. Polini and A. K. Geim, Nature Physics 13, 1182 (2017)

Flow experiments on graphene through constrictions

‘Superballistic flow’ of viscous electron fluid through constrictions



Graphene magnetotransport

Hall and standard viscosities measured; 
only standard one discussed here

A.I. Berdyugin, S.G. Xu, F.M.D. Pellegrino, R. Krishna Kumar, A. Principi, I. Torre, M. Ben 
Shalom, T. Taniguchi, K. Watanabe, I.V. Grigorieva, M. Polini, A.K. Geim and D.A. 
Bandurin, arXiv: 1806.01606



Semiconductor 2DEG magnetotransport

G.M. Gusev, A.D. Levin, E.V. Levinson 
and A.K. Barakov, Phys. Rev. B 98, 
161303 (2018)

Negative magnetoresistance in 5 μm
wide high purity quantum wires

However … not altogether dissimilar 
data seen in ‘bulk’ (i.e. 200 μm wide) 
samples with similar purity.

Q. Shi, P.D. Martin, Q.A. Ebner, M.A. 
Zudov, L.N. Pfeiffer and K.W. West. 
Rev. B 89, 201301 (2014)



Conclusions part I 

1. Observation of hydrodynamic electron flow requires such high purity

2.   Determining what is strictly hydrodynamic and what is not is surprisingly 

that it has only very recently been observed in naturally occurring 

materials.

delicate, but whatever the classification these are frontier 

experiments in frontier materials.
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